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taika_of.-,Teaching .plassea-otarie& GrOu
I
P COMOOS it ion

teachers ;acquire experience over the years, they also acquire

1_

seOae of the- .differencea classes: With this SenseAhet

Olaises' themselves differ (baSed:, On student COMpoeitiotv and asSOciated,

411Arocteristicj4 ,there;.ii,-plie4nOWledge_that. teaching must take varied.

:ferias. BecauSe of: thees varieties of group composition, no one set of
. ,

- .

.

;ilied- 4T1 true, 'strategies .may= -be ekpectecLta
1

work across Settings-
,.

Inquiry iS needed-into this relationship we hope to prepare teachers

;rather abandOning them- to the lengthy and uncertain
- 4,-

Precebi^.Of 'frOMe-iperidade. y I

.Research in' class ooms must be sensitive to the emergence

1
....group, level of new dimensions of teaching tasks: Teachers are certainly

ConfrOnted with atudenti with, individual needS and learning probleMs.
.,,

.-,

at the

Thin ,fact has long been the .basis lot an accepted apprOACh td, thinking

about-- teaching, BUt_..while_the authors are, not questioning the

Value of this app "roach, they are suggeSting, that it only captures- :a por-

tion of teaching tasks- -tasks which are, in !-a sense, secondary. In

the standard classroom, the tvcher is facing a 6ropp,, as wel1 indiv-

atudenta,, Dealing with, it he :group is not a V4tiation and derilia-

-0.Ve Of dealing ,i,40 indiVidu4:students; intetitcank successfully 1,itti
, 1

a gtodp of atudentS presents some- lundaMentally different demands.
.

,

,.

,
-

Strategies for interacting-,with .students on an, individual. leVel are

often secondary to the teacher s-needl ,to-deal with the grOup as a whole

and to ,i?eilayiOra0jrOrgaiiiie that leoup:guccess4y,
,

teaching ,tasks with respectsto the gou cannot be reduced

teaching taska an an individual level. PrOleis relevant to the



...:

cishment- of teaChing 'te0C0 4ay, emerge; only at the group. level:
.._

Such problems may interact with and be related to individual learning
.

difficUttie6,, but they: are Clifferentand cannot 'he' treated in the same

way.

Tncreasing:UnderstinciinvofhOw-groUp propertieS_-and relatedclass--

re0M; feature-S.. irapaet, ,upon the aCCOMplishMent ok: teaching tasks may more

- -

closely reflect the _priorities of Iteacner 'thinking, and some -researchers

IllOYle '1978 and t opelarid- 1.980 among others) have drawn; attentipii..to
,

t-he need=fdr. this kind of incluiryl__Individualiiatian_of_ins trug...t ion may

he i.he 7goàl. of the teacher., hut it .,can only be reached- through

SUCeeesful- :handling: of problems at the group level. "Optimal"

instruction" may in large part be optiMal group insEruction.

101t are the teaching tasks which are affected by changes in group

chardsteristics? Given the ordinary classroom as a context, there are

at least- two tasks which can- be identified or distinguished. (Other

"tasks" can ,also be defined but many of these are instrumental to the

acCoMplisilment, Of the-two major ones referred to here.) The first

-involves "setting the stage." The teacher must establish, the, proper

context Or setting which -will support the academic activity. Many

.researchers have .ApproaChed this in terms of supplying a suitable

"classroom eilVironMe4t." Must. a teacher "set the stage," but

this setting *et also be Maintained,

and respond to eVents. which either undermine or support this

ehviroment . dontinuing ,t -ensure that the stage remains set is .

Hence,, the teacher must attend'

frecluently Mdie 'demanding then, initially setting the stage. Second, in

-

addition, t o -setting the right scene and letting the students ready to

learn the ,teacher must instruct. Whereas setting the stage imposes

-4
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certain 14hagerial needs fOf, -orgihizatiOn,- instruction also

require's', _management, organization. t,nstruction. must be organized

'With respect thhe -fOrMa of both teacher. and student participation and

jiihst be sensitive ,td.latUdent

The following paper attempts; to *Scribe several .kinds Of class-

s:
----- i

....

roonI..Which, were ident ;.tied-, from a large -Study of ClaSarooia.:organiiation

and management in junior. 10:gh if c:49:0i (Evettacin;, *perk & -Clements-,

=Note-l) - in addition ,t0 deacribing_ -these types of classrooms, some

attention will be '-given to the variations in teachers' tasks as they

cope with-groUps,,of differing ,c0mb6ition.

liethedolegy

1Mtaription, of, Data -Sources ;

-In the fun- study,. ,Year,7long. observations were made in two classes

each óf 26 -mathematica teacherS, and ,25 English teachers in the 11 junior

high sohoolS, in an urban school district in the Southwest . The teachers

for the study were randomly selected after stratifying by subject taught

-Arid years of prior teaching, experience. At the beginning of the year,

each ,teacher as observed in one class on the first, second, and fourth-

clais day-, and three or four more times during the Second and third

_Weeks- of Class. Each teacher as aliO observed on foUr or five

occasions, in a Second class: most of those observations were made in

the Second ,ail third: weeks. Dung the remainder of the school year,

each 'teacher was -observed once in' each class every, 3 to 4 weeks. There
, -

,ApprokiMately 0-2O'bours ,of -Observation completed in each _Class.

_
raining, for 18 observers/was conducted for 1 week Prior to the_

beginning. Of the year. ObServeis, inaluded- project staff with experience

in classroom data collection and .graduate students who had extensive

n C 9

!

I



teleVant

visors)::,

64-01100' 6.):13.gF0q#10 as student 'teacher super,-

;OserVatiOn data were .obtained`, using several procedtires

-providing_ hrbad, ,assessment, and' description Of, classroom ,.behaviors and

,aCeiVities.. There ;were several 4ata,sodices, in the Study. ThOse

l'or-,this,,paper. are the

thassiboin.,!narrAtive.reeords, During, each obserNiation observers

the events during theMade' extensive notes 'sc(14,ePce

,period. The fOeua ko-r the riotes!tWO;,nn Management related Activities,

teachers' control' of ciaaarbdhubehatftor instructional leadership, room
_

arrangement,. ,peer teacher= studen A set

,o,f. guideline-questions-WO' ilied'EO4'an4raize ae: narrative reeerdi.

Using their notes to Stimulate recall, observers dictated a record of

dee% observation onto audiocassettes. These tapes were transcribed

producing a fiie-of typed descriptions for each obSerVed dlaSs.

Typically, a narrative record for a single period consists of seven to

10 pages' of description. When read as a set for a given class, the

narratives yield a -detailed chronology of classroom events. Information

for this paper comes chiefly from this data source.

Student Engagement Rates. (SER). These are frequency counts of
-

students. Eeiinning at S randomly determined minute in the initial 10

minutes of each ,period and, !thereafter, every 15 minutes, observers

classified af tudents- 'according to their individual level of activity.

The categories included on -task or off-task (definitely or probably), in

academic or in procedural activities, and dead time.(no specified activ-

ity, waiting). SERs Were converted to proportions and averaged within

Oerioda, producing, an estimate of on- or off-task rates for each class

seaSiO.,



'Student ata. California Achievement Test (CAT) Scores obtained

'from the school district during its:annual 'testing program were used for

two Turposea.. First, class means were computed and used to stratify the

sample' on the ,basis of entering achievement levels. Second, the class

.means :were used as- 4 predictor when computing residval_achievement.

Project staff, constructed And administered' achievement tests1' in,

eathematics and, in EngliSh in early May.

'Other Information 'on the Data Sources

Reliability ,cheCka of the observation variables were performed

using 'both, between-observer agreement and betWeim-period atability

doeffidients. Variables- repOrted. in this :paper were identified as

reliable using intraciaas correlations at &statistically 'significant

level (2t < .05) for between-observer reliability check and/or between-
-

Teriod stability: In- a Eewcases, variables did not, have adequate range

in the between observer checks; however, adequate] between-period

stability indicated they-were being accurately assessecU

:The reliability of the achievement and attitude measures was deter-
.-

,mined using internal consistency coefficients. Both the .pilot testing

and the study data indicated-high-reliability of these measures. Resid

ual' achievement scores were moderately stable across classes, within

teachers..

Selection,of'Classes

The selection of classes used in this report was governed by the

following considerations. First, although there' were quantitative
A

measures which would differentiate among and characterize these junior

high, classes such as student attitudes (as expressed in student ratings
.

of the teacher) and residual achievement gains, these were measures
I



'whiCh- were likely to reflect the relative success or failure of teachers

inmeeting task demands, rather than being reflective of initial group

composition differences. Because our concern was to identify .teaching

tasks, rather than more or less effective responses to them, the use of

these and -similar measures- tb,,define the sample-for analysis was less
,

appropriate.

'Second, it was felt' that while other criteria, such as w4ilingriess

i

'to cooperate, were more appropriate for our purposes than student atti

.

tudes or achieVeMent, they _might define aaample less illuminating than
f

more fundamental facto such as the variation in ability within the

Tbe
- I

difficulty of disentangling such

criteria from factors such as ability level and developing a precise

class and raw ability level.

index,, coupled with the corresponding abstraction from other important

features, made it seem likely that the effort would not be worthwhile.

Thi our own past research" (Evertson, in press) suggested that

relative heterogeneity or homogeneity and the mean ability level of the

clas frequently functioned as "carriers" of other numerous classroom

variables relevant to teaching tasks; changes in these two dimensions

frequently produced changes in these other features. The associated

features which differ with variations in these two dimenSions, such as .

the degree of cooperation, task.orientation, nature and form of student

participation in activities, the amount and kind of inappropriate

behavior, the pace of activity flow, and so on, provide certain concrete

termi- for exploring the changes in teaching tasks with changes in the

group characteristics tinder consideration.

Finally, the recognition that there are other factors which mediate

the ,effedts of heterbgeneity/homogeneity with respect to ability and

6'

!,
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;Mein, class. ability ingested that the features used to ,distinguiSh the

types of, classes. AiscusSed in- this paper may not be related to changes

in-the,two,dimensions in a continuous. way; changes in the two dimensions

may not always be accompanied Ily_changes 'in the difficultiei or problems

associated Vith the ,accomplishment of teaching tasks. Significant

changes in the demands of accomplishing_ teaching tasks may occur only at

certain points or thresholds. Because we were interested not in the

rate with which teaching tasks Change with ,change in these two

dimensions, but in seeing how this change as a general tendency could

affect teaching tasks, the decision was made to focus on the extremes of

tilese'dimensions (approximately one or more standard deviations from the

mean of the entire sample on each dimension). Thus, the types discussed

in this paper should be thought of .as characterizations to which actual

classes are likely to correspond more or less closely. In our effort to

get -a clear picture' of-the teaching tasks which- generally face teachers

when confronted with these types of groups, the analysis of the data was

-cOndnctied with awareness of the need to be sensitive to the special

effects that could'resuit from,- unusually poor management skills. Our.

interest is in how group characteristics can impact upon teaching tasks,

.

not how teachers can add to- their-own difficulties.

This paper presents narrative data from a subsample, of 16 math and

English clasSes chosen becausi of their relative homogeneity versus

heterogeneity and mean academiC ability level of students within the

classes. These clasges were categorized into three groups with respect

to, the .distributiOn of academie. ability ,within classes: (a) the

extremely heterogeneous clasr,- (b) the- homogeneous high ability class
. %

and (c) the homogeneous low ability clss. Heterogeneous clasies were



-those in whiCh the -range of student ability ifas an average of eight

grade levels.. Student ability 'in 'homegenepus classesvaried an, -average

. .0

of three grade levels. Classes whose mean entering ability levels were

,
. ,

,AS high as two or more grade levels above their present-, grade leVel were

defined as high ability, while classes whose mean entering Ability level

"was as much as three grade levels below their present one were de fined

as loW ability. 411 the heterogeneous claises had mean, ability leveld

at Or above the appropriate grade level for the class. Other classes

were excluded from the sample because of insufficient narrative data.

Scores used in sample selection and other quantitative data from

these classes are presented in Table 1,

Insert Table 1 about here

The Extremely Heterogeneous Class

The extremely heterogeneous class presents problems for teaching

in tWo important areas.

1. Teachers. must plan and execute instruction so that students are

provided with a focus for their behavior throughout the class period.

In this kind of class, students of varying ability are finishing activ
....44.

ities at various times, and the teacher, must be particularly sensitive

to making sure that students have an appropriate focus for their behav

ior. When such a focus is not provided, inappropriate or even disrup

tive behavior often -results. This generally impacts negatively on

instruction, such as the following vignette indicates.

0

One of the girls who has already= been to -the book

rack once goeS back a second time, and she and Chris stay

8

1.0

RIO



there looking at and Occasionally sharing books silently. The

teacher says, If- you

something to read or

think that you should

Jimmy and Larry are

all are fi,rLpdeCi you may certainly get

work "on
ome

other work, but I don't

be talkyng unless you have finished."

not, finished. They have no work to

finish. Jimmy hits Larry playfully; they're looking around at

the teacher. Clark, -sitting near them, is also idle. They

talk in whispers. Tracy and her friend have finished.and are

talking. The- teacher says, "Are you finished, Tracy?" Tracy
_ .

nods. The teacher says, "Then, not so loud, please. There

are people around who hive not finished." About half of the

lass--is finished and they are. talking. The . teacher says,

"I "m hearing too much talking. Find something to -do. *Write

letter. Just don't talk. You don't have much time. ( PeOple-
,

are still working." The itud'enti eddti-rid talk qui-day.:

The noise level is low, but students,- near the observer are-

giddy and horsing around. Tracy is teasing. She slaps her

friend. Someone.says, "Stop that prising around:" There are

giggles. Larry and the girl in the pink blouse e-are flirting

with each other. Larry has changed places with Jimmy to be

closer to the girl in the pink blouse, whom he is teasing.

Then he moves across the aisle to sit behind her. She says,

"You better get away from-me, Larry." Larry goes back to his

desk, then.moves back to her row, and she moves over one.

Then she Moves back to her desk. -The teacher stands up and

says, "People, still telling you something and you're not
.1

listening." The teacher goes on to repeat that the assignment

is due Friday. (Teacher 06, Period 05)

,hen the absence of a behavioral focus does not lead to inappropriate or

disruptive behavior, it can lead to "dead" or- unproductive time as in

the following:

Case Study B

Most of the students are quietly making corrections.

Bobby appears to need to do only one, which he finishes., Then



he _goes bacitto hid Seat. Soikof-the-Students-appear_to-lbe

sitting. in dead- time, finished With their- spelling' exercises,

as Well as their. spelling corrections. The expected thing for

hem to do at this point is to get-a-book and read. Some -of

them sit surd° nothing. Teacher 26, Period-01)

Case .Study C

0 ,

About ten students now appear -to ,be in dead time,

just sitting quietly waiting for theoother students to finish.

They have all put their tests on--the corner of their desks as

they were directed.\ A few are reading books. The girls

finish and return to their desks. The teacher'ii.itanding-at__
t

the front of the mrob, watching the clock. The teacher says,.

"Those of you who are finished and working on something

different will you please put that something different up.

It's- about time to grade the tests." (Teacher` 03,

Period-05).

2. The teLcher must differentiate the instruction to meet the needs

of students- with a wide, varying

this, the teacher must be skilled_

activities simultaneously: The gr

the more inevitable some small g

standpoint of teaching tasks, this

Instructional planning needs are i
I /

the Involvement of studen s in ifferent activities, which imposes

il

range of abilities. In order to do

In orchestrating the flow of several

rater the heterogeneity of the class,

oup instruction becomes. From the

imposes new demands upon the teacher.

teased and the teacher must maintain

demands upon monitoring sk

teacher- may frequently

needs and Meeting student

e

11S An additional consequence is that the

petlence, a conflict, between organizational

needs

1

111J

1. ,

-Case, Study -D,
'

The teacher

peiiod I will- be

says,; "Okay, fof the remairider- of the

giving- spelling tests to various groups:

1'2

O



Remember that, you haVe.;t-ciWrite -a. half -,page in your journal.
You have no -tithe yO9 `just have to 'WritAaS ltirig_ as it
takeat-you to write a.,.half7'page::'son. this topic. . . Please
- remember .thatithere rts5'-: .talking- as long as I Mil giving

teSES.'i. The teaCher4goes to''her desk. There is some talking
9r calisperittg at the 'back :of th'e: room around Jennifer G. and
Barbara C. Tliei teacher says- to them in, a' quiet voice, "My
_patience: _With this area-ofthe (she motions with her
hand)' is :shout gone." Then -.the' teacher gate. up and, goes over
to the TurPle grant:). The. teacher 'says,. "Okay, Purple group,
it's time: for your test.' The- teacher begins -calling out
words on the ;teet.. -After a few -she, says; "Raymond, what

letter. -should.' all the words- end with?" Rapiond says, '"E:"
The teacher repeats, -"E:" The: teacher- -talks- in whispers to
this group of three. The rest Of the students are. very- quiet ;'
howevAr, -there is still some talk from the group in baCk which
the teacher admonished ,once. She stops dictating the test. and
says, "PeOple in the back, cooperation would be Very much
appreciated." They ,get quiet;, but then- Jennifer G. stSrts-

.

whiSPering again. The teacher continues -With- -the Purple
group,. After she has said thelast, word she says, "Okay, look
back ;for that 'EL at the end, of every word." She quiCkly
takes- up: the papers: :Robert .,says, thinkS:1- got them all
right;, -Miss,, check Mine now.:," The teacher says, "okay, I'ye
eget _other:peOpfato .giYe. tests 'to -how, check it, as soon
as I -Can, 'Rbbert-:" She goes to .the.Red group; sand she starts
.their tests immediately.. ':±heie are threpeopia ill. the Red
grO4. After finishing giving the test to the ,Red group, the
:teacher -says,-, I.Okay; people who are taking the book test, if
you iio4 something, on your desk with words- on it, like your
journal- or 'yOur,1%Ok, please turn it over or Put it under yoUr
-dAsk.." Travis' asks the teacher Iv:question. She tellS Travis,
"AS' -soon as :1 get through with, ,this;-. I She begins

calling the i-wbrds. Other stude 'its are writing or 'reading
their boOks.. The Purple group is'writing. After the teacher



finiShes-giliing-the test-to this group, she says,. "Please pass

your papers in this section. and to in this

section:" Then-she, says to- the whOle class, "Only three .at s

tithe, but when you are throligh With your journals, you may

walk. up here and put them on the shelf. But if you see

gli.eralpeop/e-d0:Pieasewait matil, later." 'The-teacher goes

to.the.Hiue,group and she sayi to the e-whole ,class, "There is -a

apetling,tettgding,,on*SO-pleaSe be-quiet." The students are

Tufting UT theirjObinais-as, she-directed: 'Onl)i, a few at a

time. Thereis,a littie'bit of whispering at phis- point-,- to

--stop it, she_ makes this comMent about the spelling test. She

,gives the sperlingctest to the Blue group. iThere are three

students inythiigroop.1 -,<Teachern03, Period 05),

.one sees how grouping :for instruction can, interact with other

;features of the heterogeneous classtooth to produce obstacles to the

accomplishment of teaching tasks. The teacher must simultaneously

instruct' one Small group, while controlling, inappropriate behavior from

other students and maintaining task-orientation of other students

invOlvedeil! other activities. The demands of maintaining the flow of

several activities requires the teacher to postpone responding to a

Student's request.

The-: Homogeneous High - ability Crass

the homogeneous -high- ability class, the narrative records

indicate that students get started more quickly at the beginning Of

class on,academic activities. They have a greater involvement in the

academic activities and are able to maintain their involvement over

longer Periods of time. They participate to greater degree in

activities and display greater 'interest and motivation. This is

reflected in 'the fact that transitions between- activities tend to be

Shorter: .Because of the ienerally higher teak orientation of the

fr



atudents the interchanges arliong the- students are more likely to be of

an ACademiM nature; -Cons etiOtritly--,- peer lielp is likely to be more

suCCesifill-and not degenerate; into ;oit=tisk or disimptiVe behavior.

With respect teaching tasks, setting. the Stage is more

easily accomiAiahed-in this class, refl.-eating, the greater Willingness of

the studentS..to. cooperate as the, folloWing vignette illustrates.

Case Study E,

StudeMta come into the class. The teacher talka to

some of the ,students, as they come. in. The .studepts go

directly to their seats-when. they come in.. There is some

talking, but it's, not too loud. The teacher- says, "Okay,

let's get Out your homework while- we wait for the bell., We

have a lot to do." Tile :bell rings. The students are already

working. The teacher tells one student, "See if you -Can

create an Atmosphere with words the same, way that an artist

creates an atmosphere ma manvas," The teacher points to the

pictoie. - The students have already gone to work,' so

apparently they have already been givem this assignment

yesterday -61 r 'tile day before. (Teacher 40, Period '04)

.Another example of this is Shown 'in the following case study.

Case. Study F
_ . . .

The .bell .rings At 10150, and the stodenta pass out

the papers, '.The Class is AUiet. The teacher says in a soft
. ,

voice, -"While the, papera are being returned, please :get out

yOur homeVWork so we can get started when thy are finished."
A

The teach r .uses this tranaition time to review compound and

:complex entences by aSkinga individual, students leading.

,quest'ions', such, as, "What are dependent" clauses? -What are

subordinate miamsest S.lhAt are Conjunctions? What are
..,

indepencient.VclausesT :Why?"- This is all 'being dope while the
,

paperrs Ward being _passed out, so there is no wasted time.



'Students

Stu0enti, raise, their ,h-dwile-, eager to participate in the

cdestien and ,answer` arsSion.. #ocheri8, Period12)

111, thia Of,ciass set on task. more quickly thin

,counterparts inthe'hologeneo6s- low-ability-Ciats, and the-teacher need

.hot AeVote L *0 energy to deflecting the

their

-'behaVipis of' Stiients-;

Second;

various task-avoidance

the higher task - orientation of the students has conse-

quences' for to aching tasks- at the' instructional (a)!the students

1

are able to tolerate a,- higher density of instruction; (b) the students

generalIyhaVe a higher leVeiOf.Erustration, maintaining involvement in

an activity low- success rates for a longer time than the student in

the homogeneous low-Aility classroom; (c) the students are able to work
-at

ion their own more successfully.

\

. Case Study G

ile teacher is, explaining this in very, very detailed

langudge. He repeats- things over and over'again, not 'in a
. t

1

\

boring way, hat repet.ition for the sake of ;remembering, not

just repetition for the sake-of repetition. He gives examples,

on the \ board:of sole other problems- that are 1.ike these. He

speaks very rapidly, and,ond has to really, concentrate to keep

up with him. The teacher, is now.calling for t intersections

of vario s
,

lines in the students books. At this point he is\I

1
- ,

asking i two lines are- colinear. The student says, "Yes."

The- teacher asks, "Why?" .The student says, "Because they are

betWeen. The teacher Says, "Right," and' goes on with a very_

rapid explanation of-colinear lineb: Observee/t this point

could, not leep up, with- the teacher because `he. Was talking so

rapidly:. The teacher asks, "Are there any quest \ ons on this

worksheet, includ.:.ng lines and line seglents?" there were no

questions. The teacher 'says, "Put your work away 'and get out

Your notes.", The'students
A

do this without talking from the
. ,g,



teacher: .1110 steacher says, "Alivrighpage- 5, ',Notes' ." The

eacher ves: desk to get_ out, tennis balls that are on

strinia The teacher -44 now eXplAining something about line

segment -!!AIO.andt'"CP641,-the subset of tha plane. "The center

points refer td the , plane pw; it's' not am

;,element; -bat Ws- a subset. That's a :good ,point Or you to

bring opt." The students are ,quiet as they follow along, and

they seem to ba attentive- .6. the, teacher during his discus -

- s-ion. The teacher aaYa, 10kay, -everybody understand that ?"

Apparently;. the,class did; there were noda, yes. The teacher

fty, "That will Come- up: In. tact., it Wilt be on tonight's-

homework:" The teacher says, "Okay, let's red the next

section of ,hotes The tea-Cher reads quickly. Teacher 43,

Period. 66)

What is particularly striking in this vignette is that the students

accept a 'high instructional pace without noticeable loss in task-orien-

tation or involvement -- a feature which is generally characteristic of

homogeneous hiah-ability. classes, in contrast with homogenTs low-

ability classes:
fi

In addition to this, the students also exhibit a relatively high

amount of interest %in partiCipating in academic activities, as the
t

following' illustrates.

Case, Study H

The -teacher -Oct the students are talking about the

diagraMS that: they_ have put on the hoard: The Students are

-curious abodt the concepts: They seem to be anxious to learn.

They .ask questions, 'as well as answer questions. They _are

-quick icy answer questions, and many times. they raise- their

"hands :_ (Teacher '43, -Period 06)

The generally 'higher task orientation and Motivation. and interest

=are. ,Ordbably contributory to the greater ability of the homogeneous

)'

e"
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high- ability. *44r!t,. *One toOk extended, periods when the

assignment iSnot 4pedially_deManding, asWe see in the following.

Case .Study..I

The "stUdente are 'Working hard' and -quiet., The

'teacher. is :vot04kiltotooldlo.og studentS. All the students

are i?,oiki4, intently), "believe it or not At 3:15 all the

-students -are,,SO4-WorkinglaX0 -The teacher is at. his desk

tOOking at soMe:greded,paPeri'. At 30.1 three hands go-up and

the-teaoher ,goes: "to: them, (Teacher 43, Period 06)

Accomplishing teaching task0 we.'haVe delineated thiM) may be in

some -respects, easier` in the 'homogeneous, high- ability Class) but

,should- not let these _advantag4 ObsCdre the de-Mands- which -also arise.

This 'kind of class may be thought of as presenting_ opportunities.

However;- they can be utilized. only if the teacher possessei, the skill:4'

to do so. Meeting the' task demands of this type of claSs,thus means to

utilize the charactcristics of groups of this' composition (the generally

greater ease in setting' the stage, and the higher task-orientation) to'

(a).-mmximizeithe amount of academically engaged time and (10 MiniMize,

the intrusion of the needs for social organization upon instruction.

The. Homogeneous Lowability Class

This clasti offers a' Sharp contrast to the homogeneoui high-ability

dais: in:general, teaohing 'tasks xe more difficult at both levels.

First ,setting the> stage is more difficult because of, the lesser

motivation And willingness to' cooperate. The teacher more frequently. .

haS to lace tehavior which delays or undermines the installation of

activities. The greater,unwillingness of,the students to cooperate (in

'addition to the generally lower task- orientation) ,contributes to the
,



greater amount of inappropriate and disruptive behavior, which makes it

diffibult to maintain a suitable -learning environment.

. Second, .the generally poorer task-orientation has, a negative impact

upon teaching tasks at the. instructional level. The teacher must expe4

,/arger.amonnte of effort to maintain the invoivetent of the students in

academic actiVities and. freqUently has to accept arlowir level of

tndent involveMent .because of the students` tendency to reject high

-ekpidtatiosi for ,task.orietitition.

The following two vignettes, illustrate the comparatively greater

demands on the 'teacher concerning teaching- tasks on these two levels;

=

Maintaining the proper atmbSpildre for learning and the involVement of

students.

Case Study J

The students are practicing handwriting. The teacher

moves up the row, and comments that -Amado has a good

handwriting, too. Tony and Timmy joke -about it. The teacher

ignores She goes_ to the board And says, This is the

last lett,te for today -r" And she writes a capital 1'0". Tony

and -Timmy visit after her presentation. She sits on the table

at the front of the roam. and Says-, you're -finished, put

thie paper in a very safe place, and tomorrow we'll ,finish' the

capital ietterS-" She:pauses.. Some are doing :this; some are

mot; and, .she repeats these instructions.. Otis says, Is it

time to ,go?".. The teacher eays, '"It's not even, close:!'

Teacher SAYS; "Now take out -,yOmf spelling words that you

cepied'yeaterday:,":Some, Students:, are sloinv'plis; some are mit".

The teacher mike, -"HOW, Many were - absent yeaterday?" Four

raise their hands:. "kbw-man]iii chi not have - the

paper?" ,And'-, she =finds that there are a number -of students -who

Wete..present and 'for .some, reeion, or another have doet their

,papers: She tells, the students to move together to copy, but



,

. then TeaiiSeslaftet'ssking:ssecond time that there are about
_

10 -Who:dict not haVe their *LOOTS:. She, says, "Don't move

together.: ML.iust :put_ themon the board: ;What happened?"

She gets several -different- responses, such as, "It ,just

disappeared, 'Miss'," "The dog. .ate 4..1,1 The teacher says,,

"Let'S:set §he:heipsoiSne, She says, "Shhh," as

ToriyCOntinuee to talk with Gracie., Two students wait at

their -deskS for the one at the pencil_ sharpener to finish,

his pencil. Tony getS,uo and pushes in front of

all three et-these-Students. He is very rude. The teacher

nearby, ignores: 'this action; and instead: Writes: words on the

:board.- Tony continues to talk lnedlr.. The teacher says,

"Shhh, If. 1'110r-talking I"it think you're 'finished, and give

yoU,Some more work:" :Behind her back Tony continues to talk,

and hogeitures to' Robert and. Carmen. -She tellS the students

that, -she hOpes, this _doesn't happen again, referring to the

number of students who --had misplaced their papers. She says,

"The -next tithe I think you'll .have to come after school."

Tony yells out in dismay- at this. The teacher corrects him.

She says; "You are diiturbing others." The teacher walks over

to him,' aUd.taiks to him. He talks Aftet she tutns her back.

Robert says something, hd the teacher looks straight at him

and says, "Shhh." She stares Very hard at him. The teacher

comments to theClassthat they have about 20 minutes to work:'

Tony is watching; Diane .19O4. The4teacher gesture's at him as

if she's sbing to strangle him, and Tony Says; "Hey, Miss,

watch. it." This is ateasing-interaction. The teacher says,

"You., watch :Ibis interaction gets him started working.

Gracie is cheWing guin;' the teacher sees the guth and tells

Gracie, "I 'don't want- to see that gum out of your mouth

again.' This is the Second' incident between the teacher,., and

Gracie concerning -gum. .(Teacher 25, Period 02)

daei,tady K

The Students are mostly working now. The'7%teacher

helps =the students who come up to her. When she's tied up

20
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I

talking with -some-ltudenta, Bodie, Willie, and Vonrae stop
I :

working. GreSMuit'have-glyed-them A. fine;,. Willie told. them
- )

to move it, so he.tOuld see it to copy it. When the teacher

starts" circulatinST_ students' get badk to- Work better, Again,_ ___=_____

the noise picks- up and the teacher says, 'You aren't even
I

Working up to next 'Thuriday,:- About eight of you need a

personal conference before every lass. Bodie thinks he's

Flip. WilSon and thaea his problem." The noise seems to come
.

I

and go. The teaChef-gala upset. with Ronnie". She says- -that

she's itaught -this three times,. andishe'snot going to teach it
_..

I

again, and where, was.. he when shed I was explaining ;it to him.
. .

. -

She's really frustrated-with him, landhe tells him that he'll

just have, to dOthe best he can. i He says alat_he didn't' have
. .

I
)

a book while the teacher was doing the explanation. But
I

that's no real excuse. Phil's now up at the teacher's desk.

He has hardly begun to work. He) appears to be, looking at the

teacher's book -- the teacher doesn't seem to notice. Greg C.

gives out some more fines. The teacher tells Benny to turn

around and get to work. ;She tells Ronnie to move to the back

of the room since he can't stay on task. She says that

tomorrow when the resource teacher gets here, it's going to 'be

fruit - basket turnover and she'S going ta reassign seats. . . .

She tells the students- ito putIthe papers, n) the basket. She

notices that some of the students had gotten to Number 3, but

some of them did- not get very far at all. . . . All of,a

sudden :chaos seems to reign-. It looks like fruit - basket

turnover:r4aready. , Some students make long basketball shots

into the- trashcan. SomOne throws. a -book on' the shelf.

There's' shuffling and all sorts of noise and racket. It's'

still 3, minUtea until the-bell.. (Teacher 47, Period 3Y

One feature of the low-ability 'homogeneous class is that the

teacher must cc:nit-est with the students.concerAing,the acceptance of the

situation as officially defined. The greater unwillingness of the

students to accept the official notion of the situation is clearly

19-21,-



iiluStratedju the above- material:. Veseelere a- rejection of classroom

etiquette and a, questioningof the aUt'hority of the teacher. This

tendency may also contribute to the amount of inappropriate behavior in

the. homogeneous." clies6rOogi. There. is a great deal of such

'behavior,,-and It takes TarticniarlY disruptive and dysfunctional- forms.

task- orientation- is noticeably lower than in the high-ability

__hOmogeneous,:class: Thsteacher:mdst expend a larger amount of effort in

order to maintain the involvement of the. students in academic activ-

ities. As, if the problems in maintaining instructIonal activities were

not enough, the difficulties associated with the first level of teaching

tasks -- setting the stc-,e -- can be so extreme at times that it becomes

difficult to even reach the second, or instructional, stage This is

what some teachers may have in mind when they say, "If only,I had the

opportunity to teach." Even when the teacher can manage sustain some

involVement In academic activities, there is a greater tendency for the

students to participate- but not in the form' prescribed by the teacher.

Rather than expending effort to enforce the proper form of .participa-

tion, teachers frequently accept a less desirable form of participation

maintain involvement in the ,activity (perhaps' at the expense of

lowering participation).

Conclsion

This paper reports a beginning effort to -understand how teaching

tasks vary with differences in group composition. A small subssmple of

classes was selected from a larger sample of classes which, provided for

a classroom 'management and organization study. This subsample was

seleated according to-the dimensions of heterogeneity/homogeneity with

;respect to ability; and class teen ahility4 It was found that consistent

22



Patterns in the data from the subsample did permit some idea of the

.contraint6 on teaching taskt and individuation of three types: the

extremely heterogeneous class, the low-ability homogeneous class, and

the high-ability .homogeneous class.. It was found that these types

provided a look. -at:- the impact of varied group composition on teaching

tasks, as those features were initially delineated by the two dimensions

of heteiogeneity or homogeneity. These classes. provided- means of

encapsulating -and comprehending changes in teaching tasks associated

.

with changes in the dimensions of.heterogeneity/homogeneity of ability

and. mean class ability:

Os
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Table i

-Scoted Iliad in, Sample Selection

Of f7t ask, 'oit,,t-ask,
tea.C.hef . 134rup-:;; -rnaki.i.or linaandr Dead. Acisil- .0n,..
ribiniber Aieriod,-' tive -. priate tinned Titie cleric . task

--r-r-7.,-- :

,lietareigeiteCius=,loiei,ig-ability ,

36*, 65,

16* -,6i

264% Oh

:*$ 03.

Grade; .
t:qui=4, CAT'

uiti 4n-

2.17' 02 .00 .94 :98; .0268

125: 3-100, ,.08' .27 .59 62' -.458E1'

144: :01 .96 .87 .98 ,-.2522

T.57

:8:0

7.9

;00: 71: .04- .01 .95 -:0003 - 8.0

1:00 1:50. .06- .16 .53 .77 .1742 7.4

.Hcinitgenciiia. 41igh7abitity.
. .. . _. . . .. .,. ... _.

21": 02' 3.50 4.38 ' .11 .50- .74 -.1437 9.3 6.87 27

38* 03 IA0- 1.00 .03 ..02 .91 .93 .1046 13.0 3.35 29'

40*- OF I:56 2.75 .09 .60 .66 :89 .3189-, 11.1 3.62 23.

,40*' 04 '.'1.:29
:

2.14 .08. .00 .87 .87 .3199 - 10.9 2.50, 27

44' ,66 1.25. . . 3.25 .09. _ .00 .67 ., , .82 -,-. 1519 . 12.4 , 5:49 29'

44:45

`13 :89- 22

17:17 .22'

15.84 25'

12.94 22.:
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.2

Tah1e:1, Continued

CAT
:OffrtiSk, On-task,. Grade.

'teacher InapproT, Unsanc= Dead Aca- AOn- Resid- Eqoi- CAT
Nuniber' Period 7tiVe, :yriate' 'tiOned Time shmnic task Us' Ainleri0

:11emogeneOus

.02* ,, '04 1:00`' -2-.88 .04

25*- 02 ". 1:63- 2'.38- .03

321.'u .02 1.33 1:17, .06

41' {03- - 11.14 1.43 .08

47! :03 1.71 .1.29 .09
: .

1/2, 'tt

.05 :74 .91 .0240 3.9 4.9: : . 47

-.02 . .65 .95- .0789 _ 2.6. -4416 16,

.08 .74 .86- .0164, :44.2 ',5.46 14'
=

.21 .56 .68. . -.1182 5.8 , -4:19, 23-

.19 .59 .72 , -:070 4.8 ° 5.30
.

, _
v k

, t
:

w \ '.:!
) . .

1California Achievement Test (pretest measure) grade equivalency (only approximate as converting clais , .1
.=

:ayerage'with tablefor single scores), ,

\_1

2Ca1-ifornia Achievement Test standard deviation of student scores (used to determine heterogeneity. and 1
. ,

homogeneity).
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